Keith Hale  
Sabbatical Report

During my sabbatical year I completed the anthology of gay and lesbian literature, which was intended to be used in the university’s Gay and Lesbian Literature course. As the resulting anthology was voluminous, it was indeed published in two volumes by Watersgreen House:

*Ode to Boy, Volume One: An Anthology of Same-Sex Attraction in Literature from Antiquity through the Eighteenth Century.* Editor. Watersgreen House.

Aside from that promised volume, I also wrote introductions and edited other books for the same publishing house. These include:

*A Shropshire Lad and Last Poems: For the Love of Moses.* Editor. Watersgreen House.  
*Sonnets to a Young Man.* Editor. Watersgreen House.  
*Collected Poems and Letters from America with Photographs and a New Introduction.* Editor. Watersgreen House.  
*Georgian Poetry.* Editor. Watersgreen House.  

And, finally, I wrote and published my second novel:

*Letters to a Shooting Star.* Watersgreen House.

All of these are readily available for purchase. I include here the link to my amazon.com author page as proof:

http://www.amazon.com/Keith-Hale/e/B000AR882K/ref=sr_tc_2_0?qid=1423178411&sr=1-2-ent

Respectfully submitted,

Keith Hale